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IntroduCtIon

Thank for taking the time to read the Little Book of Trading Secrets. 

This little book should take you less than 15 minutes to read – in fact the word book may be a misnomer.

The exciting thing is this little book is just the beginning because over the coming weeks we will be giving you 
more valuable material, tools, resources and reports to help you on your trading and investing journey. 

The road that you are now on can potentially lead to financial freedom for you and your family but of course 
it requires a little more effort than just reading a short book. But if you do the right thing, invest a little bit of 
money and follow the rules of professional investing this Little Book of Trading Secrets could be the beginning of 
something really special.

We look forward to sending you lots more valuable content and we hope you enjoy the book.
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We have designed this little book on one simple 
premise.

The simple premise is that many traders have 
problems making money in the markets and we plan 
to address each of the main issues one by one.

The primary issue is that traders do not know when 
to trade and do not know when to take profits.

solution – this simple trade delivers both.

Here is the trade, and we have chosen one that is 
both simple AND delivers solid results…

the MArKet – German DAX Index Market

the ConCePt – The first day of the month 
often offers explosive profits to the upside as new 
institutional money hits the market.

the trAde – we open our trade, in this case by 
BUYING the market, just before 2100 (UK time) the 
session before the first trading day of the month (note 
it is the first trading day so it may not necessary be 
the first day of the month). So if the first day of the 
month is a Tuesday we buy just before 2100 on the 
Monday. If it is a Monday we buy on the Friday.

the CLose of the trade – we then close our trade 
the following day, being the first of the month, at 
11.00 and bank our profits. Like any trade it will incur 
losses from time to time but new money for the new 
month often means the market rallies on the first day 
of each month. 

HIt rAte – You will see from Cameron’s spread 
sheet in Appendix 1 that we achieved a hit rate 
of 76% over the period shown. There were only 5 
losses in that period and 16 profits (a total of 21 
trades) – 16 divided by 21 is 76%

rIsK ProteCtIon -  You must always use risk 
protection – and we use a stop 52 points away from 
our entry. If you look at the chart in Appendix 1 the 
third column lists the lowest price seen overnight and 
the stop is kept wide so we can ride these overnight 
moves (of course they are often in our favour).

And that’s it!

The information below will help you trade this system 
as will the subsequent emails

tHe trAdInG IdeA
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1. ProBLeM: 
traders are often not ready when the trade 
comes along

1a. soLutIon: 
PrePArAtIon Is KeY

Do all your preparation before it is time to trade; do 
not leave it to the last minute. Otherwise you will not 
succeed in the long run.

Discipline is vital in this profession. You can’t control 
the market but you can control yourself.

the worst event that can occur to a new trader is 
winning from an unplanned trade.

The reason being that he/she will be more likely to 
hang onto a bad trade in the future in the hope that 
this trade will also turn into a winner. We all know 
where this leads and it’s usually to an account with 
a balance of zero. The after effects also give way to 
all kinds of psychological problems such as fear and 
lack of confidence.

2. ProBLeM: 
traders are fixated by the profit/loss on 
the current trade and this also affects their 
psychology

2a. soLutIon: 
turn Your AttentIon to tHe MArKet And 
not Your P&L ACCount

When trading, focus on your chart price and not 
your profit and loss account. If you have done your 
preparation there should be no need to focus on 
what profit or loss has been made whilst the trade is 
active. Your stop loss is a predetermined level of risk 
so let it do its job. And your exit target is not based 
on how much profit the trade is currently earning 
you. Applying this concept will reduce common 
emotional problems such as cutting profits too early 
and allowing a loss to run. 

3. ProBLeM: 
new traders take too many trades 

3a. soLutIon: 
QuALItY not QuAntItY

Being a trader doesn’t mean you have to place 
multiple trades every day.

It’s a common misconception that large quantities of 
trades have to be placed in order to succeed in day 
trading. Over trading is just a by product of greed 
and impatience.

If there is no set up for the day, which meets your 
criteria, take the day off.

A day trader only needs 2---3 good trades a week to 
make a healthy living out of this profession. 

toP trAdInG seCrets 
(those who fail never do this)
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5. ProBLeM: 
People tend to make everything far too complex 

5a. soLutIon: 
Keep it simple stupid!

Simple is better. Your core system/strategy should 
be as simple as possible. In our experience the more 
complicated a system, the less chance of success.
This is why we have kept the trade we have given 
you extremely simple; simple but highly effective!

6. ProBLeM: 
Many traders are fixated by the news

6a. soLutIon: 
Realise that the news is just one factor that moves 
the market and it is not the most important.

If you spend any time in the market you will know 
this scenario. Apple Inc produce fantastic results 
and everybody is saying how great they are.

But, what’s this, the share price goes DOWN! How 
can that be?

The reason is simple; the market was expecting 
even better results and was disappointed – the 
sellers came in. The news was trumped by market 
sentiment.

We pretty much ignore the news in our trading 
systems, preferring instead to focus on money 
movements and investor psychology – all this is built 
into our systems, you need not worry about any of 
these factors.

toP trAdInG seCrets continued...

7. ProBLeM: 
some traders make their trading all about 
themselves and their ego

7a. soLutIon: 
Be humble and count the cash

Avoid looking for that one big move. Too many traders 
obsess with trying to catch that one big move and 
the majority fail miserably.

Largely this is down to ego.

In reality the markets trend only 20% of the time 
and for 80% of the time they are range bound. We 
have developed strategies that can profit from these 
conditions. Overtime, consistent profits will stack up.

8. ProBLeM: 
Most people struggle all their lives and get 
nowhere

8a. soLutIon: 
Join us in the top 5%

It’s no real secret that 5% of the world’s population 
holds most of the wealth and the other 95% struggle 
to achieve what they want (often on many levels!).

This statistic applies to many parts of life. Society 
has led us to believe that those who really succeed 
are either special, more intelligent, or lucky. The fact 
is that members of the human race are very similar 
and, apart from those who inherit wealth, it is really 
only the human mind set which prevents most goals 
from being achieved.
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There are 3 key characteristics of the 5% which 
separates them from the 95%:

1. Taking action

We all have good ideas, plans and visions of 
where we want to end up but very few people 
actually take any action. The ones who do 
succeed take their thoughts and act on them. 
The action is the more important part of this 
equation. You also need enthusiasm and 
perseverance.

2. Education

If you want to succeed in anything then you need 
to put some work in. It only takes one piece of 
useful information to make a dramatic change 
to your life. The Internet is littered with quick fix 
systems and programmes which promise vast 
quantities of wealth whilst lying by your pool, 
drinking cocktails. Whilst this is possible with 
a few businesses (trading being one of them), 
you still need to put some time into learning and 
correctly applying the information which you 
have purchased to get to this stage.

3. Failure

The 5% do not give up and treat failure as a 
learning curve where valuable lessons have 
been learnt. If we look at some of the most 
successful businessmen e.g. Walt Disney, 
Donald Trump and Henry Heinz, they have all 
been previously bankrupt. 

Now if we enter the world of trading then it may come 
as no surprise that the same statistics apply to this 
business as well. 5% of traders earn considerable 
amounts from the markets and the other 95% 
struggle to achieve their desired goals.

so how do these characteristics fit into trading?

Taking Action is rarely the problem. 
These days opening a trading 
account is made relatively easy for 
you and the actual process of trading 
is straightforward.

education

If you want to make money in anything then you 
have to put some time in. If you have access to good 
information, spend the time to soak it up and use it 
to your benefit. Did you know that if you spend just 
1 hour of your day, each and every day learning a 
particular profession, then after 1 year you will be an 
expert in that area! Expertise is within easy reach.

Failure

Of the three we believe this is the biggest and most 
challenging hurdle which separates the traders who 
go on to make considerable amounts of money from 
those who struggle or eventually give up. For this 
reason we are now going to spend some time on 
this key point.
 

toP trAdInG seCrets continued...
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It is programmed into us from a young age that 
failure is not acceptable and to succeed in life we 
cannot fail. For this reason when most of us fail at 
something we give up at the first instance.

Now, we all know that in trading we have to accept 
losses (you will notice out trading system had five 
losses over the period) and to some this comes as a 
real challenge as it is going against our subconscious 
belief systems. It did for all four of us certainly. We 
have quite competitive personalities as it is but when 
we first started trading, we really did not like taking 
loses and it was a real challenge to accept this was 
part of the business (basically a business expense). 
We did on more than one occasion contemplate 
quitting trading in our early years. We are very glad 
we didn’t.

We still dislike taking a loss but the trades we do 
take have little risk attached to them so if they do fail 
then this has little impact on us.

taking lots of small loses actually strengthens 
the trading mind.

taking a large loss weakens your trading mind.

But how many losses can the human mind 
actually take? 

This is an interesting question and I believe this 
is where most new traders come undone. It’s all 
very well accepting you will take a few small loses 
in trading but the majority do not understand 
the probabilities of their system / strategy. If you 
understand an outcome and/or scenario then it’s far 
easier to act rationally than emotionally when seen.

FAILure

As a rule of thumb… One loss is ok

Two losses and you start to feel a bit uncomfortable 

Three losses - it can’t get worse than this, can it??

Four losses........This is the threshold for most. 

For 95% of people, 4 trade loses in a row would 
lead to a strong emotional attack which will in turn 
manifest into future problems such as fear of placing 
a trade, lack of faith, taking winners too early, etc, 
etc; and of course some will quit trading at this  point.
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so what’s the rational approach?

Let’s suggest a system with a hit rate of 70% and a 
favourable risk/reward of at least 1:1. By all accounts 
this would be deemed as a good system with top 
traders. Putting this simply, when you lose, you lose 
$10, but when you win, you also win $10. With a 
70% strike rate you would win $70 for every $30 lost.

Happy days!
There’s a simple piece of maths that will calculate 
just how likely you are to have a losing run, provided 
you know the expected success rate of your trading 
strategy.

I won’t bore you with the calculation but if your win 
rate is 70%, your losing rate will be 30%.

The maths work out that you then have a 0.81% (ie 
less than 1%) probability of getting a run of 4 losing 
trades.

It might not sound like a lot but it works out as almost 
1 times in every 100 trades.

so every 100 trades (approximately) you will see 
four losses in a row – it is inevitable!

Yet many traders give up once they see something 
that is inevitable – how loony is that?

One of our systems /strategies --- the Whale trade 
--- runs on a higher win rate at around 80% and 
although we have never experienced 4 loses in a 
row, if we did, we would be fully prepared.

We want all our clients to be in the 5% so let’s work 
together to ensure this is the case.

KeY ForMuLA
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APPendIX 1
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